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Abstract
The energy output of most renewable energy (RE) resources varies greatly, at time scales
of seconds to seasons: the energy capture assets thus operate at inherently low capacity factor (CF);
energy delivery to end-users is not “firm”. New electric transmission systems, or fractions thereof,
dedicated to renewables, will suffer the same low CF, and represent substantial stranded capital assets,
which increases the cost of delivered RE-source energy. We cannot achieve California AB32 and other
ambitious greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions goals without fuel cell vehicles (FCV’s) consuming large
quantities of CO2-emission-free (CEF) Hydrogen (H2) or Ammonia (NH3) fuels.
At GW scale, renewable-source electricity from diverse sources can be converted to hydrogen and
byproduct oxygen, and / or to NH3, pipelined underground to load centers for use as vehicle fuel and
stationary combined-heat-and-power generation on the wholesale or retail side of the customers’ meters.
The ICE, CT, and fuel cell operate very efficiently and well on Gaseous Hydrogen (GH2) and NH3 fuels.
GH2 and NH3 pipelines may have a major role in humanity’s energy future. Large-scale gathering,
transmission, and distribution of RE-source GH2 fuel in pipelines would be a major new industrial
process, for which a pilot plant is required, on the critical path to discovering and demonstrating
feasibility. No GH2 pipelines for renewables-hydrogen service exist; the extensive extant industrial GH2
pipeline system is not capable of RE-hydrogen service, over hundreds of km with large and frequent
pressure fluctuation. NH3 pipeline and tank storage technology is mature. USA has extensive extant NH3
infrastructure: 4,500 km of underground liquid pipelines and hundreds of liquid storage tanks.
Humanity must quickly convert our global energy system from fossil to primarily renewable energy (RE)
sources, to “run the world on renewables”. But we cannot, and should not try to, accomplish this entirely
with electricity transmission. The world’s richest RE resources – of large geographic extent and high
intensity – are stranded: far from end-users with inadequate or nonexistent gathering and transmission
systems to deliver the energy, as electricity or as the only carbon-free fuels -- Hydrogen and Ammonia.
We will need more transmission and storage capacity than electricity can provide. Electricity energy
storage cannot affordably firm large, intermittent renewables at annual scale, while GH2 and NH3 fuels
can: GH2 in large solution-mined salt caverns, liquid NH3 in small and large (~60,000 Mt) surface tanks.
Thus, we need to now investigate and plan for a diversity of complementary RE transmission and storage
media, fuels, systems, and strategies; GH2 and anhydrous ammonia NH3 are especially attractive;
transmission pipelines for both have multi-GW capacity over hundreds of km. We must embrace
complete RE systems, from sources to firm, dispatchable energy services. We report the results of several
studies of the technical and economic feasibility of large-scale RE – hydrogen and ammonia systems.
Deep Decarbonization of Total Global Energy
Achieving deep decarbonization of humanity's total
energy system, primarily from wind, solar, and other RE, CEF variable generation (VG) sources,
requires:
 Strategic planning, design, and investment "beyond electricity", to complete RE- H2 , -NH3 systems
 Wind and solar plants of all sizes, dedicated to H2 , NH3 production, without costly Grid connection
 New, continental-scale, GH2 , NH3 pipeline system(s) for gathering, transmission, "packing" storage
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Fig 2. This project facilitates three DOE programs -- " H2 @Scale", "Atmosphere To Electrons" ("A2e"),
and ARPA-E "REFUEL" -- by conceiving and designing, at NREL, an integrated wind-to- H2 pilot plant
system based on SEIG, close-coupled electrolysis stacks to the windplant "wild DC" bus, and all controls
integrated in a single SCADA, then windplant field-test to optimize the system design for:
a. Complete renewables-source, CO2-emission-free energy systems "beyond electricity" to
electrofuels H2 and NH3, via autonomous windplants, at lower cost than via Grid
connected turbines and windplants
b. Impedance matching kinetic energy of moving air molecules to energy delivered: H2 and NH3
c. Replacing costly expansion of the electricity "grid" with investment in new buried pipeline
system(s)
d. Reducing the CAPEX and O&M costs of windplants dedicated to delivering H2 and / or NH3,
with no costly connection to nor energy delivery to the Grid, via "wild DC" to electrolysis
and NH3 synthesis
e. Transforming the world's largest industry from ~ 80% fossil to ~ 100% renewable, CO2emission-free sources, as quickly as we prudently and profitably can; running the world
on renewables
The California Example
Figs 1 -3. By year 2050, to achieve its statutory RPS and "80 in 50" (80%
reduction in CO2 emissions from transport sector, below 1990, by 2050) energy goals, California must
procure the full output of about 438 GW of combined nameplate wind and solar energy or its equivalent - about 20 x the 2015 total installed capacity in CA. ~ 58% of that will be Hydrogen transportation fuel,
if ITS-STEPS at UC Davis is correct: in 2050 fuel cell vehicles will predominate in personal, bus, and
truck service; BEV's are limited to short-distance, light-duty service. In 2050, Hydrogen fuel will be a
bigger market for renewable energy than the electricity grid.
California (CA) will pioneer "H2@Scale", requiring ~ 7 MMt of high-purity transport H2 fuel in 2050, if:
a. It achieves both electricity RPS and "80 in 50" transportation CO2 reduction goals
b. Fuel cell vehicles displace BEV's except for light and short distance duty
c. A large new infrastructure of dedicated, high-purity, underground, RE-source,
GH2 pipelines is built
d. Wind and solar plants dedicated to H2 production, with no Grid connection,
deliver to the H2 pipeline
e. Wind- and solar-source H2 fuel costs are consequently reduced to < $ 4 - 5.00 / kg
for transport, CHP
Figs 1,2. This will require the full output of > 400 GW of nameplate wind and solar generation for CA,
requiring in turn a new, dedicated, high-purity, gaseous Hydrogen (GH2) pipeline network for gathering,
transmission, free storage -- by pipeline packing -- and distribution, for transportation fuel; CHP fuel will
increase demand. NREL's unique Energy System Integration Facility should model California's complete
year 2050 electricity + H2 energy system, from all CO2-emission-free sources, for all uses.
The CA experience will propagate throughout North America and world, achieving "H2@Scale".
Hydrogen At Scale: USDOE "H2@Scale" Therefore, we should now think "beyond electricity", to
capture a larger market for wind energy than the electricity grid, to carefully consider using underground
pipeline networks, for transmission, storage, and distribution of the Carbon-free fuels -- Gaseous
Hydrogen (GH2) and liquid anhydrous ammonia (NH3) -- for solving renewable energy's (RE) Big Three
technical and economic problems, at lower capital and O&M costs than we can achieve with electricity
systems:
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1. Gathering and Transmission: from diverse, stranded, remote, and rich RE resources
2. Annual-scale Firming Storage: so that variable RE becomes annually firm and dispatchable
3. Distribution, Integration, and End-use: for an annually-firm supply of quality,
CO2-emissions-free energy for all uses and sectors
We should now design and optimize complete RE fuel systems, based on GH2 and NH3, at local to
continental scales, from sunlight, wind, and water resources, to dispatchable energy services delivered for
ALL energy uses, from all sources, transitioning rapidly, prudently, and profitably to CEF sources:
- Conversion, Transmission, Combined-heat-and-power (CHP): for both stationary
and transportable uses
- Generation, Gathering, Firming storage, and end use: transportable and CHP Carbon-free fuels,
as well as electricity
This enables very low cost energy storage: less than $ 1.00 / kWh capital cost:
- GH2 in large, deep, solution-mined salt caverns, where the salt geology is available:
Gulf of Mexico (GOM) coast, northern Germany
- Liquid Anhydrous Ammonia (NH3) in large, refrigerated, "atmospheric", carbon steel surface
tanks, extant in the Corn Belt, up to 60,000 Mt storing ~ 350,000 MWh per tank
- Interconnected via continental underground pipelines, adding "free" storage by packing the GH2
pipelines (liquid NH3 lines cannot be "packed")
- At lower cost than any contemplated “electricity” storage technology, components, or systems
Figs 3 -5. Pipelined GH2 and NH3 fuels free those wind and solar PV plants, which are built or
retrofitted for dedicated delivery of all their captured RE as GH2 and NH3 fuels to pipelines, from the
capital and O&M costs of generating and delivering grid-quality AC or DC electricity: the required
complex generators and power electronics, field transformers, cables and substations, transmission lines.
To achieve this goal, we must overcome these obstacles:
- Earth’s richest RE resources are often stranded, far from markets with no transmission
- Markets and infrastructure for the C-free fuels -- Hydrogen and Ammonia -- do not exist for
GH2, are inadequate for RE - NH3
- We cannot achieve this entirely via electricity, and should not try to do so; “Smart Grid” is
primarily demand side management (DSM); it adds no inherent or physical new
transmission nor energy storage capacity , and only slight effective new capacity.
Figs 3-5. Therefore, we should now design and build pilot plants for both GH2 and NH3 as complete,
integrated, optimized, RE - CEF systems, by which to:
- Discover and demonstrate scalable technical proof-of-concept and economic advantages
- Explore optimum system topologies for sources, components, infrastructure, and fuels end-uses
- Motivate private-public collaboration to conceive RFP’s and RFQ’s for these pilot plants
- Capture the very large nascent market for CEF transportation fuel, in California and beyond
Humanity’s urgent goal is to transform the world's largest industry from ~ 85 % fossil to ~ 100 %
renewable, greenhouse gas (GHG) - emissions - free energy sources, as quickly as we prudently and
profitably can: to "Run the World on Renewables", perhaps including some nuclear fission or fusion.
Therefore, we should now design these alternatives to, and adjuncts to, the electricity grid:
- Wind and solar PV plants converting all RE, at their sources, with no grid connection,
to GH2 or NH3 fuels
- Deliver these C-free fuels via underground pipelines for transportation and CHP
enabling access to very-low-cost energy storage
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3.6
1.6
1.4
0.8
7.4 Million metric tons (MMt) per year

Figure 1. California pioneers "H2@Scale". Renewables-source H2 transportation fuel demand, year 2050,
requiring the full energy output of ~ 250 GW nameplate of combined wind and solar generation, as H2

Figure 2. “Goods movement” trucking diesel fuel demand in Year 2050 in California (left, red circle) and USA
(right), High Zero Emissions Vehicle (ZEV) case. This is included in the “Hydrogen Fuel Demand” estimates on the
poster’s right side. Source: Institute of Transportation Studies (ITS), STEPS program, UC Davis
Bus and truck, rather than light duty vehicle (LDV; "cars") may be the early, big demand for CEF Hydrogen fuel.
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Figure 3. California, Years 2025 - 2050: Capital Investment for Hydrogen Fuel Infrastructure in California will be
~ $ 50 - 60 Billion cumulative investment: area of "Pipeline" component. Required for transition to “green”
Hydrogen for “80 in 50” 80 % reduction in CO2 emissions from California transportation sector by year 2050.
Source: Institute of Transportation Studies (ITS), STEPS program, UC Davis

Figure 4. An integrated, optimized, renewables-source energy system based on gaseous Hydrogen (GH2)
pipelines for gathering, transmission, storage -- by "packing" the pipelines and in salt caverns -- distribution and
end-use with further "distributed" energy storage as GH2.
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36” = 8 GW gaseous Hydrogen @ 100 bar
Convert Palm Springs to Long Beach Natural Gas Pipeline ?

Smart Pipe Technologies, Houston
Polymer-metal linepipe avoids hydrogen embrittlement

Figure 5. "H2@Scale": We could supply all USA energy -- from all sources, for all uses -- at continental scale, via
a new gaseous Hydrogen (GH2) pipeline system that will gather, transmit, store, and distribute GH2 fuel from
diverse, renewable, CO2-emissions-free sources. We can "firm" wind, solar, and other "variable generation" (VG)
sources by "packing" the pipelines and compressed GH2 in large, deep, salt caverns near Gulf Of Mexico coast.
Polymer-metal hybrid linepipe, by Smart Pipe, Houston, should eliminate Hydrogen Embrittlement (HE) or
Hydrogen Corrosion Cracking (HCC) by embedding a thin layer of Aluminum or Copper in the pipe wall as a
Hydrogen permeation barrier. GH2 pipelines have very large capacity, without midline compression.

Converting Wind Turbines and Windplants to Hydrogen Fuel Production Figs 6, 7. Wind
turbines may be equipped with simple, robust, reliable, low-cost induction motors as generators,
combined with low-cost power electronics and controls, operating in SEIG mode, delivering "wild DC"
directly to an array of electrolysis stacks, with the entire wind-to-H2 system integrated and optimized in a
single CRADA. SEIG mode turbine operation and close-coupling of electrolysis stacks have been
demonstrated in the lab, but never as an integrated system demonstrated at an operating multi-turbine
windplant nor commercialized on wind turbines. Recent advances in power electronics and controls
enable a simplified wind-to-H2 system, integrating turbine, electrolysis or NH3 synthesis, and system
control, data acquire, and comm in a single SCADA.
An NREL team is confident that it can design an integrated pilot plant, to be will installed on several
turbines at the Palm Springs, CA windplant in Fig 7, for test and demo: an ideal scale-model test bed.
SCADA data will guide integrated system design improvements, enable and document evaluation of
commercialization potential, and prepare for development of a drop-in product line for retrofits and new
turbine markets, when H2 fuel demand increases. Dedicated wind and solar plants, without Grid
connection, opening large new land areas without electricity transmission, will be needed:
 Retrofit of thousands of sub-MW turbines, equipped with induction motors-as-generators, in
windplants now post-PTC and post-PPA, which are installed, proven durable, and serviceable;
 New sub-MW turbines for "distributed" installations, without Grid connection, dedicated to H2
 New MW-class turbines, distributed or in windplants, without Grid connection, dedicated to H2
 Wind and solar, co-located in dedicated H2 fuel plants, will synergistically drive electrolysis
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Integrated with new, dedicated, high-purity, H2 pipeline systems: gather, transmit, store, distrib
Lower-cost wind-source H2 and NH3, accelerating adoption of FCV's of all sizes, and for CHP
Meet CA demand for ~ 7 million tons (MMt) of high-purity H2 transportation fuel in year 2050:

The project's technical challenge, and advance, is the novel integration of SEIG, close-coupling of an
electrolysis stack array to the "wild DC" bus output of the multi-turbine windplant, and integration of all
system controls in single SCADA and offsite comm.
Since each of these technologies has been demonstrated independently, at lab or commercial scale,
NREL is confident that it can design and build this novel system within 12 - 15 months, and that test and
demonstration at the AASI Palm Springs windplant of induction-motor-equipped turbines, with SCADA
operational data collection and analysis, will verify the system design, guide hardware and software
design improvements, and begin analysis of commercial potential for scale-up of system to multi-MW.

Figure 6. The SEIG + Close-coupled electrolysis + SCADA system to be designed, tested, and built, and installed
on an operating small-scale windplant such as in Figure 3, for evaluating total system performance in an
energetic wind regime, combining the outputs of two or three turbines. The "wild DC" bus would be closecoupled to the electrolysis stack array, or to the Ammonia (NH3) synthesis reactor, using Non-Thermal Plasma
(NTP) or other direct-conversion technology with electricity, water, and air inputs, eliminating electrolysis.
Yara opens CEF NH3 plant: https://ammoniaindustry.com/yara-solar-ammonia-pilot-plant-for-start-up-in-2019/
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Figure 7. A candidate windplant of 13, 50 kW nameplate, downwind, free-yaw turbines in North Palm Springs,
CA 92258: an ideal test bed for the systems in Figure 6. This windplant of vintage-1985 turbines delivered
electricity to the SCE grid from 1991- 2012, when PPA expired. The windplant will be reconfigured to deliver
100 % of its captured energy as high-purity H2 transportation fuel, with no connection to the grid, for local
nascent markets for fuel cell cars, buses, and trucks. Hydrogen delivery will be via tube trailer in the short term.
The future H2 pipeline system may also serve CHP fuel customers.

System novelty and complexity will result in valuable IP for commercialization as H2 market emerges.
Project success enables AASI's strategic options: product line development for both turbine retrofit and
new production; sale or lease or license of the technology; long-term operation of windplant, system test.
Pilot plant SCADA data may also be provided to others, to help solve problems, to improve design, and
for independent verification of system technical and economic performance.
This is a novel project, with commercial potential for both new, and retrofit of older, turbines and
windplants, and is an ideal use of NREL's extraordinary and unique capabilities in rotating machines,
power electronics, small-dyno testing, electricity-to-H2, NH3 systems, and integrated systems, controls.
Field testing this SEIG-based wind-to-H2 pilot plant at AASI Palm Springs windplant captures SCADA
data allowing estimation of scaleup to multi-turbine and multi-MW, efficiency and cost savings
Project success will reduce the cost of wind-source H2 by > 20%, enable wind energy harvest over large
land areas without electricity transmission, providing high-purity H2 and NH3 electrofuels for
transportation and CHP via new, underground, pipeline infrastructure, availing very-low-cost storage.
Yara will open a CEF NH3 plant in Australia in 2019: http://www.ammoniaenergy.org/author/thebrown/
We expect system achieves > 20% reduction in wind-source H2 / NH3 fuel cost vis-a-vis grid-connected
windplants, the sum of turbine, electrolysis, controls, and windplant infrastructure CAPEX + O&M costs
saved. We expect to at least demonstrate, via AASI windplant test:
a. CAPEX reduction potential for turbines and windplants: simpler, lower cost generator + power
electronics;
b. Energy conversion efficiency potential improvements vis-a-vis Grid-connected turbines and
windplants
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Thus, successful propagation of multi-GW aggregate RE capacity of multi-MW-scale wind turbines and
windplants supplying high-purity H2 transportation fuel to the complete range of FCV's, will relieve Grid
ratepayers of the burden of paying, via rates, for large new electricity infrastructure investments, if we try
to supply total transportation energy via RE-source electricity via a larger, more complex Grid.
This will reduce total USA energy consumption as FCV's of all sizes operating on CO2-emission-free H2
fuel replace fossil-fueled ICEs, causing total electricity consumption to stagnate, as it decarbonizes,
freeing Grid growth investment for building the new underground GH2 and/or NH3 pipeline networks.
Large new land areas not served by electricity transmission will be opened to synergistic wind and solar
energy harvest, dedicated to delivery as H2 fuel via a new, underground, high-purity GH2 pipeline
networks, accessing very-low-cost energy storage (~$ 1.00 / kWh capex) in large salt caverns near GOM
Wind turbine OEM's and windplant developers will be encouraged, by project's pilot plant design and
operational data, to design and build equipment and projects dedicated to multi-GW production of H2,
enjoying high capacity factor (CF) on electrolysis, compression, and pipeline system components.
SCADA data will be a valuable project output in papers, presentations co-authored by AASI and NREL.
Working directly with IPCC members to implement the COP 21 Paris Agreement, states and private
enterprise may contribute this novel, advantageous wind-to-H2 technology to achieve global H2@Scale,
for commercial advantage, for wind turbine and windplant retrofits and optimized new designs.

Low-cost Hydrogen energy storage in
deep domal salt caverns

Each domal salt cavern:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stores ~ 92,000 MWh as
~ 2,500 Mt “working” H2
“Full” at 150 bar = 2,250 psi
Cavern top ~ 700m deep
860,000 cubic meters each
cavern physical volume
$ 15 M average capex per
cavern
Capex = $160 / MWh =
~ $0.16 / kWh

Figure 8. Annual-scale firming energy storage as GH2 in multiple deep salt caverns for < $ 1.00 / kWh capex

This project facilitates " H2 @Scale", "Atmosphere-To-Electrons" ("A2e"), ARPA-E "REFUEL", and
California Energy Commission (CEC) goals via this novel R&D & Demonstration project:







Enable wind turbines and windplants equipped with simple, robust, low-cost induction motors,
dedicated to delivering 100% of captured energy as Hydrogen (H2) and / or anhydrous ammonia
(NH3) fuels, with or without electricity Grid connection, via novel SEIG + direct electrolysis
Reduce wind turbine, windplant, and electrolysis integrated system complexity, capex and O&M
costs, by eliminating Grid tie, thereby reducing wind-source H2 cost > 20% at turbine and plant
Nearly eliminate wind curtailment, via "free" energy storage in continental-scale gaseous H2
(GH2) pipelines network "packing" and in low-cost storage in large, deep, salt cavern arrays
Greatly increase "distributed" wind energy harvest area, delivering H2 & NH3 fuels, without Grid
connection, to new, dedicated, high-purity, underground, GH2 or liquid NH3 pipeline network(s)
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Converting Solar Plants to Hydrogen Fuel Production



https://vimeo.com/174955229
https://vimeo.com/148190671

See 2016 poster:
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See videos of conference presentations:

https://vimeo.com/126045160
https://vimeo.com/148049904

https://vimeo.com/86851009
https://vimeo.com/160472532

http://www.leightyfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/POSTER-SOLAR-2016-A.pdf[InterSolar2016]

Figure 9. High-purity Hydrogen fuel can be made from the direct current (DC) output of PV panel
arrays, impedance matched and close-coupled directly to electrolysis stack arrays, in solar plants
dedicated to Hydrogen production, with no costly connection to the electricity Grid. Inverters,
transformers, substations, and transmission lines are eliminated, as well as a large amount of largegauge field wiring. Pipelines are used, instead. 1 kg of Hydrogen requires 9 kg of water feedstock.
Fig 5. In the Great Plains, solar and wind are generally diurnally and seasonally synergistic. Large scale
RE - CEF energy harvest, with a continental GH2 pipeline infrastructure and large-scale, low-cost energy
storage in large, deep, solution-mined salt caverns could affordably provide all USA energy, from all
sources, for all purposes, as CEF, dispatchable, and annually-firm.
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’09 ARPA-E “Grids” Goal: $100 / kWh
Total storage = 380 GWh

“Atmospheric” Liquid Ammonia Storage Tank (Corn Belt)
-33 C

1 Atm

Each: 30,000 Tons, 190 GWh

$ 15M turnkey

$ 80 / MWh = $ 0.08 / kWh capital cost

Figure 10. Anhydrous Ammonia (NH3) is easily stored as a Hydrogen-rich, Carbon-free, liquid fuel in
common, carbon-steel, "propane, LPG" storage tanks at 15 bar at ambient T, or in 1 bar "atmospheric"
steel tanks at -33 C. The ICE, CT, and direct ammonia fuel cell operate well on NH3 fuel.

Figure 11. Hydrogen and Ammonia underground pipelines are comparable to electricity transmission
lines in capex and capacity. Pipeline O&M cost is generally lower. NH3 pipelines are made of low-alloy
carbon steel. H2 pipelines will probably be FRP-wrapped polymer-metal tubing manufactured on-site by
a continuous process, eliminating welds or other joining methods, except at valves and fittings.
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Figure 12. By any measure, Hydrogen and Ammonia energy storage is capable of very large-scale
storage, at low cost, with no self-discharge.

Figure 13. Humanity's grand challenge: Transform the world's largest industry from ~ 85 % fossil to ~
100 % renewable, CEF sources, as quickly as we prudently and profitably can.
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